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Grid-enabling a Problem Solving Environment: 

Implementation and Everyday Use

Introduction
We have integrated Grid access capabilities within Jylab, a novel Problem Solving Environment 

(PSE). Jylab provides interactive access to a suite of Java libraries facilitating computational 

scientists. Jylab also provides tools to enable computations with resources (data and machines) 

available over the Internet. A central objective is for Jylab to become a platform of enabling  

technologies for the rapid prototyping of Internet Algorithmics.

Jylab can be dynamically installed on Grid nodes, thus being the execution environment for the

scenaria we tested (e.g. Web search engine functionality over the Grid)

What is a PSE? 
A PSE is a software system providing all computational facilities necessary to solve a target 

class of problems… By exploiting modern technologies such as interactive color graphics, 

powerful processors, and networks of specialized services, PSEs can track extended problem-

solving tasks and allow users to review them easily. PSEs are frequently viewed as the main 

product of Computational Science and Engineering. PSEs take the form of an interactive 

workbench for the applied scientist, providing friendly access to application-domain functionality 

and are combined with a scripting language. Matlab, Mathematica, Maple, Scilab are popular 

examples. Early work on the subject rightly saw the importance of netcentric computing for 

PSEs of the future. Our current proposal for Jylab makes progress in that direction since it 

simplifies the interaction of the applied scientist with the Grid.

Jylab
Jylab is an interactive environment (Python scripting) 

emphasizing portability and extensibility (runs on a JVM, 

makes use of OSGi). It also supports interprocess

communication,multithreading, numerical computations 

(esp. matrix based), visualization and symbolics, Java and 

Python library reuse, native function calls (FFI), …

A PSE on the Grid
We can define two targets when adapting a PSE to the Grid environment:

�Grid-enable, I.e. provide access to the Grid infrastructure from within the PSE

�Gridify, I.e. dynamically install required components of the PSE to the Grid WNs

These extra capabilities should be exposed through the simplest possible API to facilitate users 

who are not computer scientists/engineers and/or do not “share their culture”. 

Grid-enabling 

Jylab
Our approach essentially consisted of wrapping  

common Grid CLI. The motivation was that 

resulting costs are much lower than the 

unavoidable cost of traversing middleware 

protocol stacks on a distributed system, such 

as the Grid. Moreover, it is simpler and more 

flexible, thus making maintenance easier. 

An interesting feature of our implementation is 

that job submission from within Jylab does not 

necessarily force us to run our environment at 

a UI machine (transparent SSH sessions). 

Gridifying Jylab
An application, since typically coded in a Java implementation of Python (Jython), needs the 

respective runtime environment to be available at WNs. However this is not the case. So a 

preprocessing step becomes necessary which: 

�Executes “on-the-fly” as part of the application startup;

�is fast enough, especially when components are located at a nearby SE;

�uses standard Python for bootstrap (already available at WNs).

APIs
From a user perspective, Grid functionality can be classified in four categories. The 

corresponding Jylab APIs are the following:

Grid access: login(), logout()

Job submission: submit(), cancel(), status(), getOutput(), readFile()

Data management: upload(), download(), remove(), replicate(), listdir()

Information retrieval: jobs(), info()

For Gridification purposes the following functions have been implemented:

wget(), adapt(), upload(), download(), install()

Internet application on the Grid
We used our Grid-adapted PSE to develop an Internet application exploiting Grid resources for operating high-

performance, on-demand crawlers, collecting and indexing specific parts of the Web. Crawled data can be used in 

serving search queries or drive further analysis using well established Internet Algorithmics methods. 

Important savings in network bandwidth and computation resources at submitter's site arise: Multiple 

crawling/indexing jobs can be submitted in parallel and costly numerical linear algebra calculations can be 

delegated to Grid nodes. 

The application consists of two phases: Grid phase (crawling, indexing, part of data analysis; executing at Grid 

nodes, realized as Grid jobs) and Local phase (visualization, part of data analysis, searching; executing at user's 

machine).  

Grid phase
The main component for the crawling/indexing phase executed at Grid nodes is Nutch. This is an open source 

search engine able to operate at local filesystem, intranet and whole web scale providing advanced crawling, 

indexing and searching functionality. 

A web database is created (if not already existing) and initialized with a set of URLs. These URLs (a fetchlist) 

drive crawlers (fetchers) that download content into a segment(directory); links extracted from these pages update 

the web database and a new fetchlist is generated and assigned to fetchers to populate a fresh segment in a 

generate/fetch/update iterative loop, exited only when crawl depth is reached. Then segments are indexed and 

resulting indices are suitably merged in a single index to be subsequently used in searching.

Neither Nutch nor Jylab are available at WNs, but a Jylab instance, also bundling the search engine, can be 

dynamically installed through its Gridification API. This step completes in a few seconds assuming that required 

libraries have been uploaded to a neighbouring SE (relative to the desirable target CE) using Grid data 

management API.

Grid jobs are parameterized with root URLs to crawl, crawl depth and the lfn where the resulting index will be 

available.  

Local phase
The generated index can be downloaded 

locally and used in at least two scenaria:

1. We can use Nutch's web application, 

suitably hosted in a servlet container to 

perform search queries on the crawled 

archive. Note that the web interface offers 

an interesting facility explaining the score 

for each hit together with a ranking of the 

containing document. Algorithms used for 

computing this metadata are well 

documented (Vector Space Model in IR, 

PageRank-like computations) and 

accessible to the user for 

experimentation.
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2. We can use Nutch’s API for reconstructing the crawled Web graph structure and subsequently explore 

it through Jung, a framework for the analysis and visualization of network data, by building a small 

GUI: Mouse clicks on nodes trigger small reports on the respective page: URL, immediate neighbors 

and ranking scores calculated by PageRank and HITS algorithms are produced. This GUI is <100 

lines of code in Jylab.

Search engine Web interface

Jylab console

Jylab architecture
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